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Abstract

Some athletes have attracted millions of audiences, even if being namely recognised. Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar JR., and David Beckham have the most Instagram followers on a global scale. Online Social Networks (OSN) allows users to establish their profiles to communicate with others through actions such as follows and comments. Currently, athletes prefer to utilise Instagram for self-branding purposes. Therefore, many studies have examined their practices. From the rising of Model of Athlete Brand Image MABI offline practices to the development of online athlete branding consumers’ engagements on social media, many studies have concerned three main categories to build athlete brand image, namely Athletic performance, Attractive appearance, and Marketable lifestyles. As a Saudi female personal trainer who uses Instagram to build a brand image, this auto-ethnography aims to reflect on my personal experiences, including cultural aspects that affect athlete branding strategies. Athlete branding studies have not focused on cultural differences yet. Most Muslim Saudi women are culturally conservative; they cover their bodies in public as a religious practice. This qualitative study describes my own experiences and Instagram visual content selections. It attempts to understand the motives, outcomes, and online self-presentation challenges and strategies of Muslim female exercisers who aim to build their athlete brand image. A key result indicated that the Attractive appearance category was hard to apply to a Muslim female athlete's self-presentation in her athlete branding strategies. The trainer encountered some cultural challenges, for instance, religious values such as veiling and gender segregation, which conflict with the ability to rely on the self-characteristics for branding. Therefore, other strategies were applied, such as presenting body composition before and after test results and testimonials for clients.
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1. Introduction

From the perspective of Goffman’s self-presentation theory, this study investigates the practices of Athlete-branding among Saudi women athletes and exercisers who use online social networks in the field of media and marketing communication. An extensive number of studies on athletes’ online self-presentation and self-branding have been conducted in the Western context (Filo, Lock, and Karg 2015). However, there is a lack of studies on Saudi women in this field. While they are ruled strictly regarding their presentation in public, this could affect their online practices.

According to a recent report by CITC (2015), 99% of Internet users in Saudi Arabia use online social networks, and 43.06% are Instagram users. Online social networks (OSN) are a significant part of a media revolution that affects youths and adults who are frequent users of these platforms. This new media form has transformed people’s ways of living in terms of values, cultures, and attitudes (SaFko, 2010). The convergence of digital cameras and Internet-connected devices has simplified access and taking/sharing of visual images, etc. (Lasén & Gómez-Cruz,
Inexpensive, sophisticated, and complex digital devices and storages have eased social media use, making them an everyday communication channel (McNely, 2013).

Through visual and textual data, OSN users code their thoughts, feelings, relations, cultures, etc. Accordingly, communication scholars consider these new technologies essential in interpreting humans’ conditions in various contexts (Hutchinson, 2016). In addition, an increasing number of OSN users are becoming influencers. These individuals’ shared online practices have granted them great numbers of followers; globally, they have turned online platforms into a vast market where they endorse and advertise products, services, and brands (Shan, Chen, & Lin, 2018). These communication tools have become attractive promotional channels for merchants and service providers.

This study is structured as follows. The theoretical background is presented in Section 2 and the Conceptual Framework in Section 3. Section 4 is a literature review of studies related to the subject. The approach focused on data collection and interpretation is discussed in Section 5. The results are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 is a discussion of the findings.

1.1 Research Questions

Based on the above discussion, the following questions have been generated:

RQ 1. How do Saudi female exercisers describe their usage of Instagram?

RQ 2. What motivates Saudi female exercises to post and share their exercise identity?

RQ 3. How do Saudi female exercises experience athlete-branding on Instagram?

RQ 4. What are the challenges encountered by Saudi female exercises in their Instagram’s visual selections?

2. Theoretical Framework

The study has conducted a critical analysis from two perspectives. Firstly, the self-presentation theory (SPT) proposed by Goffman (1959) was used to study a group of people giving off identity signals for themselves directly or indirectly to please the audience. These individuals aim to control their impressions by adopting a specific strategy to avoid unintended gestures; the given-off signals manipulate understanding among individuals (Jensen Schau & Gilly, 2003; Lebel & Danylychuk, 2014a). In other words, people who control their verbal and non-verbal attributes can manage their performance (Goffman 1959; Miller 1995). Consequently, people might be involved in a theatrical performance and act differently in every interaction, which impacts their audiences; for the same reason, SPT has been adapted by numerous studies to evaluate self-branding effects in offline and online contexts. This theory has also been used to find the answer to the main research question that investigate athlete branding strategies that aim to build their brand image and higher their equities.

Secondly, the model of athlete brand image (MABI) generated by Arai et al. (2014, 2013) shed light, for the first time, on athletes’ brand image and the regulation of their offline self-branding. However, social media special features allow users to present themselves with outsourcing materials such as quotes that they have written or taken from others. Scholars of online social networks have studied online platforms for self-presentation and athlete branding examination purposes (Geurin & McNary, 2020; Kunkel et al., 2020; Na et al., 2020). The MABI classifies consumers’ perceptions of an athletic brand into three main categories:

- **Athletic performance**, which is related to the frontstage practices that describe the exercise identity of an athlete such as their athletic ability, endurance, strength, and power that distinguish one athlete’s performance from another;

- **Attractive appearance** is illustrated as the chosen clothes, hairstyles, body achievement, and body language, which will communicate the backstage content that differentiates athletes and supports consumers’ engagement; and

- **Marketable lifestyle**, which indicates the backstage characteristics of the athletes’ everyday life practices, choices, and hobbies

(Arai et al., 2014, 2013; Doyle et al., 2020; Geurin & McNary, 2020; Hasaan et al., 2018; Kunkel et al., 2020; Liu & Suh, 2017; Na et al., 2020)

3. Literature Review

3.1 Instagram in Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia is a peninsula in the heart of the Middle East, with a population of 33.85 million. The country is ruled with conservative Islamic sharia law, and 99 per cent of the population are Muslim (Baker 2016). Saudis use
Instagram for many purposes, such as cultural sharing, marketing, and learning. In terms of cultural sharing, Qutub (2018) focused on using Instagram and Snapchat to produce selfies and Saudi women’s cultural norms, shaping their selfie posting practices. Qutub (2018) analysis of 25 Saudi female who used both platforms found that cultural aspects such as veiling practices and privacy shaped the motives of Saudi women selfie-takers. Women use "virtual walls" to separate male viewers who are not allowed culturally to expose to their posts. While this study reflects posting practices of Instagram and Snapchat selfies to express Saudi women’s feelings and opinions, it is limited in its scope, as the study focused on a general sample of Saudi women whereas the current study targets Saudi women interested in sports in particular.

Instagram has also been used for cultural sharing by Saudi individuals and governments officials; the platform has allowed women to share their cultural habits and beliefs with the world and learn about other cultures. By following international celebrities, Saudis can learn about their culture on Instagram (Mouria 2018). Furthermore, culture sharing for Halal items and actions, which are related to Muslims and Islam, spread widely through Instagram posts and captions, being culturally expanded through not only in the Arab Muslim world but also all over the world. In Britain, for instance, Halal food sales reached approximately 2.6 billion GBP in 2011. The Halal lifestyle started as Islamic law and later shifted into a philosophy related to health and ethics of manufacturing a product among the world with different religions. Instagram played a significant role in this spread (Mejova & Benkhedda, 2017).

Although OSN provide a space for individuals to communicate by posting, sharing, and discussing cultures, they are also a marketing platform for small and large businesses. These platforms offer features that cooperate with businesswomen to promote their products in a conservative culture where women are strictly obliged to take care of their homes and families. Evidence on that purpose is found in Alghamdi (2020), who investigated the role of Instagram to overcome setbacks faced by Saudi businesswomen when managing their business accounts while simultaneously balancing home and work responsibilities. This study findings have contributed to research on the benefits of using Instagram for Saudi businesswomen by conquering a number of challenges, such as advertising products, managing their customer communications, overcoming governmental processes, increasing their income, adapting to cultural and religious challenges, surviving from educational barriers, avoiding difficulties of working in the private sector, and building a strong relationship with their customers. Instagram has a significant impact on women’s business development. Saudi students use Instagram for learning purposes. For example, the platform helps fashion design students increase their creativity, knowledge and communicate with other designers in the field (Otayf 2017).

Studies related to Saudi athletes’ use of social media focused on building awareness of physical activity among the community to achieve the Saudi 2030 Vision (Baker 2016, Samargandi 2018). However, there is a literature gap on the promotional use and self-branding strategies used by Saudi female exercises. Aa a female Saudi personal trainer who aims to brand my name more strategically via OSN, I highlight the research problem and focus on other female women who work in exercise sports.

3.2 Saudi Female Exercisers’ Lifestyle and Appearance

Islamic culture considers physical activity a significant part of one’s daily routine. Prophet Mohammed said the following in a Hadeeth (messenger's advice): "Teach your children swimming, archery, and horse riding". This Hadeeth shows that Prophet Mohammed encouraged Muslims to enrol in sports and teach such skills to their children (Samargandi 2018).

A group of clerics at the Council of Senior Scholars (CSS) advise the government on religious topics related to human behaviour and traditions through Fatwa (Baxter 2010). In Saudi Arabia, many conservative religious clerics have encouraged women's fitness participation. However, a senior scholar cleric's Fatwa urged the government to uphold a ban on women across all types of sport, warning that it might lead to moral corruption and effects on the female reproductive system (Baxter 2010, Tahran 2013). Thus, Saudi Arabia has effectively prohibited physical education in girls' governmental schools for decades, but this was not applied in private schools. Women have been prevented from participating in sports, and there has been an ongoing debate over whether sports should be permitted (Alenezi 2014).

Although the Saudi Arabian government emphasises women's empowerment in all fields, intending to remove conflicts or gaps between religious and life activities, it has not issued licences for female gyms and fitness centres to avoid this cleric's and the conservative community’s criticism. Undercover fitness centres have been attached to hospitals in the form of physiotherapy centres. During this era, Saudi women's gyms were unregulated, creating an environment that could cause harm and reduce creativity and development opportunities among trainers and physical activity practitioners.
Building an adequate fitness club system is imperative, and the General Presidency of Youth Welfare (GPYW) set up a ministerial committee in 2012 to consider women’s sports clubs regulations. This committee was formed to work through the debates and allow sports clubs to open (Saudi Arabia considers allowing 2012). As a result, Saudi female athletes were permitted to participate in the London Olympics for the first time in 2012, although only one Saudi female competitor qualified (London 2012 Olympics 2012).

In 2013, the first Saudi female sports centre opened. The GPYW granted this centre a licence to open legally and contribute to the field of female fitness (Toumi 2013). In 2016, the GPYW became known as the General Sports Authority and signed an agreement with Princess Nora bint Abdulrahman University (PNU) as part of a cooperative process to promote healthy lifestyles. The PNU is a women's campus located in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia's capital. This agreement was a boost to Saudi female fitness that actively serves to increase the number of fitness practitioners from 13% to 40% by 2030 and achieve the Saudi 2030 Vision proposed by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (PNU, sports authority 2016).

Despite these challenges, some Saudi women had already been lifting dumbbells, raising bars, kicking sandbags, and running on treadmills. A large portion of this community was educated and recognised the importance of training. Some Saudi women were already athletes, certified personal trainers, Crossfitters, and Les Mills instructors. These athletes have travelled outside of Saudi Arabia or taken online courses to gain qualifications and certifications to work with knowledge and passion.

In 2017, the Ministry of Education implemented a programme to train teachers to start physical education (PE) classes (Saudi ministry set to train, 2017). Saudi Arabia allowed physical education classes in girls' schools after implementing a development programme for 9,000 teachers that started in 2013. Teachers are now responsible for delivering knowledge and building fitness awareness among female students (Saudi public schools, 2017).

3.3 Athlete Branding

"Athlete brand" is a term introduced by Arai et al. (2014, p. 98), defined as follows: "a public persona of an individual athlete who has established their symbolic meaning and value using their name, face or other brand elements in the market" (Geurin & McNary, 2020; Hodge & Walker, 2015; Kunkel et al., 2020; Park et al., 2020). Construction and promotion of an athlete’s brand image are beneficial for various points; it impacts the athlete’s price on the market, leading to higher incomes and less marketing communication efforts (Arai et al., 2013; Evans, 2017; Geurin & McNary, 2020). Decreasing marketing communication operation efforts were described by Duffy and Hund (2015) as they examined the Instagram content of top-ranked fashion bloggers who displayed their attractive appearance and lifestyle activities while travelling with their friends around the world. Another aspect of athlete brand image is attractive appearance and lifestyle activities that athletes need to depict on OSN to brand themselves strategically (Arai, Ko, and Kaplanidou 2013; Montoya and Vandehey 2009).

There are several frontstage and backstage factors that control self-branding on OSN. Scholars have introduced empirical evidence demonstrating how successful athletes' successful self-branding strategies use OSN drawing on the Self-presentation theory and MABI. This use impacts athlete’s equity and value, increases their income, positions them as athlete brands, and manages their targeted audience’s impression (Arai et al., 2013; Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016; Goffman, 1959).

In terms of culture, some studies focused on gender differences of self-presentation on OSN such as appearance, clothing, touches, poses, revealed body parts practices (Gainor, 2017; Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016; Smith & Sanderson, 2015; Toffoletti & Thorpe, 2018). For instance, Smith and Sanderson (2015) examined 27 athletes' Instagram accounts to examine their self-presentation practices on Instagram. The study included content and thematic analysis on these influencers’ posted photos and captions. The research found that touching was common among female athletes, as seen in pictures with their arms around friends’ waists or shoulders or hugging trophies or animals. Male athletes’ posts also had touches such as hands touching a friend's shoulder; Goffman (1959) defines touches as feminine behaviour. The study found significant gender differences in the size of the parts shown in the photos; female athletes had fewer selfies because selfies do not show an influencer’s whole figure. Another study found that female Olympic athletes were more likely to share photos of themselves in private settings. In contrast, male athletes posted photos that encouraged their followers to engage in fitness practices (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016).

As a backstage practice, appearance is a key factor in self-presentation theory that may significantly affect the audience's impression management. Appearance is indicated by Arai et al. (2013) as the main variable in the athletic branded-self. Toffoletti and Thorpe (2018) aimed to explore female athletes’ appearance and how it shaped their self-presence on Instagram. Appearance determines how women choose to look in their athletic brands and how it impacts their fans’ opinions. This practice is called backstage, which allows fitness influencers to the athlete
brand image. However, because athletes' main purpose is to show their performance to attract employers, fans, and sponsors, Goffman describes it as a front-stage presentation.

Although little research has been conducted to examine athletes’ cultural norms that shape their use of social media, their study's findings guided this research. Notably, much of the research has focused on the use of Twitter by athletes (Burch et al., 2014; Hambrick et al., 2010; Lebel & Danylchuk, 2014a, 2014b, 2012; Marwick & Boyd, 2011; Peggaro, 2010; Sanderson, 2013, 2013; Shreffler et al., 2016). On the other hand, Instagram still needs more attention, particularly because it is a visually-focused platform and the most favourable for athletes (Park, Williams, and Son 2020). However, the platform has not been investigated sufficiently in the literature in terms of athletes’ cultural norms of self-presentation.

Athletes use OSN for two significant purposes: promoting health and wellness and presenting and building their brand. An extensive body of literature has considered OSN as a physical exercise health promotion tool, investigated its benefits in reducing the risk of heart disease, and identified how it leads to physiological, psychological, and social stability. For instance, social media platforms such as Facebook have been used as an intervention tool for sedentary adolescence to promote healthy behaviours. Moreover, Facebook and Instagram have positively increased health awareness of the Australian 10,000 steps marketing campaign by monitoring impressions, campaign website hits, and app downloads. Furthermore, Instagram and Facebook have allowed users to monitor their fitness and healthy lifestyles by sharing content, including self-tracking technologies reports (such as Fitbit, Polar, and Nike), gym selfies, training techniques, and dieting habits (Al-Eisa et al., 2016; Almerri, 2017; Baker, 2016; Evans et al., 2017; Pilgrim & Bohnet-Joschko, 2019; Van Itallie et al., 2018; Wojcicki, 2013).

On the other hand, athletes use OSN as a marketing tool for their professional career to promote products, sponsors, charities, and lifestyle activities (Doyle et al., 2020; Geurin & McNary, 2020; Hambrick et al., 2010; Hodge & Walker, 2015; Kunkel et al., 2020; Parmentier & Fischer, 2012; Sharifzadeh et al., 2019). On this topic, Doyle et al. (2020) have studied consumer engagement with athletes’ content on Instagram by measuring the number of comments and likes. Scholars have improved the first version of MABI produced by Araei (2014) to include the social media context and consumer engagement. Hambrick and Mahoney (2011) investigated promotion purposes for athletes on Twitter. Geurin and McNary (2020) studied the use of Instagram by Olympic athletes to explore their involvement in ambush marketing. Kunkel, Doyle, and Na (2020) studied the use of philanthropic efforts to develop athletes' personal brands on Instagram. Another study included Iranian athletes' self-branding strategies on Instagram. Elsmore, a research conducted by Park et al. (2020) explored perceptions of athlete students' self-branding use in social media.

4. Research Methods and Tools

4.1 Research Design

A qualitative auto-ethnographical approach is used to describe and analyse personal behaviour concerning culture (Ellis, Adams, & Bohner, 2011; Hayano, 1979). Digital ethnography is mainly concerned with data types that can be downloaded through the internet only when the participants' connection is mediated and indirect (Pink 2016). Visual ethnography focuses on analysing pictures, videos, and hypermedia (Pink, 2013). A mixed-methods approach was used for this research. A combination of auto, visual and digital ethnography methodologies was adopted to describe and analyse my personal online visual Instagram sharing behaviours through a narrative story to reflect the sub-culture of Saudi female exercisers’ shared and different behaviours. The main participant selection procedure in this study is me as an auto-ethnographer for a personal experience.

4.2 Auto-ethnography and Sport

Smith and Sparkes (2020) state that qualitative research rarely found in sports journals and books, autoethnographies related to the sports field have also been rarely conducted to build an understanding of psychological, social, and cultural issues related to fitness. The following research has been conducted using this method: athlete auto-ethnographers (Dashper, 2015; Douglas, 2014; Garratt, 2015; McMahon & McGannon, 2017; Zavattaro, 2014); fans (Knijnik 2015, Parry 2012); fitness developers (Chawansky 2015); referees (Schaepperkoetter 2017); fitness enthusiasts (Baker et al. 2017); sports psychologists (Garratt 2015, Irish, Cavallerio, and McDonald 2018, Buckley 2018); and sport managers (Cooper, Grenier, and Macaulay 2017).

4.3 Auto-ethnography Ethical Considerations

As an auto-ethnographer, I have more responsibility than other ethnographers towards my personal story ethics, including to those who are also engaged in my research (Chang, 2016; Lapadat, 2017). My personal story ethics include mentioning how significant it is to not rely on my memory when writing about my Saudi veiled exerciser experience. Although personal memory is useful for auto-ethnographers, it is necessary to consider other sources
such as Instagram visual content to demonstrate thoughts and practices; this method positions me away from being questioned and criticised for my story (Chang, 2016). Since ethical committees approve and protect the researcher's rights and participants in the research, I anonymise others who appear in my story; I present them using pseudonyms or as anonymous. However, if my relationship with a participant forces their identity apparent, such as a member of my family or a colleague who will be known to other colleagues, I used another technique to ensure privacy by mixing similar characters to avoid points on a specific person (Kantsepolsky, 2019; Bochner & Ellis, 2016). Furthermore, I asked partners in the story to check my writing to evaluate their effect. I did not find much sensitivity in my story when it is culturally unique, but it may not be shameful or harmful.

4.4 Trustworthiness of Auto-ethnography

Auto-ethnography emphasises subjectivity; it was proposed during the 'crisis of representation' in the mid-1980s, pushing back the idea of single reality in social science (Bochner and Ellis 2016). Subjectivity requires the engagement of the readers' emotions and provides a voice to researchers without hiding their influence as significant parts of a research context (Bochner & Ellis, 2016). Positivists always criticise subjectivity and describe auto-ethnography as talk shows, particularly the evocative aesthetic and emotional auto-ethnography; it is not even structured or framed in its design (Schaeperkoetter 2017). However, this approach has gained popularity in social and cultural studies for decades (Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 2011), particularly for topics related to emotional experiences such as disabilities, illnesses, and divorces, acknowledging research trustworthiness by providing rich information (Dashper 2013, Zavattaro 2014).

4.5 Veiled Saudi Personal Trainer: My Story

In 2010, when my second child was born, I received a negative comment on how pregnancy had changed my body. I will never forget this situation; I even remember how I was seated. My appearance means a lot to me, and it was hard to hear negative comments. The next day I put on a three-layer outfit consisting of joggers, a t-shirt, and an Abaya with a scarf, which is the official costume for women in my country. Abayas are the official dress for women in Saudi Arabia, come in different shapes and colours, and tend to disguise the wearer's body shape. By looking into Hijab and Abayas, several modesty practices depend on the individual's cultural background and how religiously conservative her family and she are (Figure 2). I told my driver to turn on the car because this event was before women were granted the right to drive in June 2018 (Hubbard 2017). I left my one-and-a-half month child safely in my mother's hands, who agreed that I should exercise. I started to walk daily on the only walkway in Jeddah, my homeland (Figure 1). An hour daily of the exercise was a struggle, with the lengthy clothing that I used that restricted my gait, as well as suffering very hot and humid weather. However, later, sports Abayas emerged that support comfort and air permeability.

![Figure 1. Faisal Bin Fahad Walkway](image-url)

When women were not culturally allowed to do more than walk outdoors, I changed my walking routine to running with clothing that covered most of my hair and body. To achieve a full gait while running, I folded my Abaya into my knees with full-length sports trousers. Despite my traditional style, I faced the dilemmas of being chased by Haiea. Which is the governmental body that assures moral and religious activities among individuals; they urged...
me to lay down my *Abaya*, which prevented me from running freely.

Since 2010, I have taught myself by reading about fitness, weight lifting, and cardiorespiratory wellness improvement. Until 2012, my passion did not waver. The emergence of Instagram helped me to explore more material for education and motivation by following world athletes such as Ulissesworld, Simonpanda, Michelle Lewin, Kayla Itsines, etc., allowing me to gain shallow but useful knowledge. I used to follow any exercise and imitate their techniques. I enjoyed looking at women's fit physiques, which motivated me to not give up on my goals. Instagram tempted me to buy the most fashionable sports clothing brands, supplements, and utilities and manipulate my desire to reach my goals faster by purchasing training and diet plans from industry experts. I admit that Instagram was my entrance to the world of fitness. It meant a lot to me at the first stage when I was a beginner who seeks guidance, and fitness figures on Instagram heavily influenced me.

In 2015, I decided to register for the first time at Gold's Gym; the first centre granted permission to function as a physical therapy centre for women before the gym license was approved by the General Sports Authority. Two years later, the National Academy of Sports Medicine in the US certified me as a personal trainer. I passed the self-studied exam with a score of 98 of 100 ("Get Certified! Nutrition & Personal Training Certifications, NASM," n. d.). In 2017, I opened my freelancing private fitness studio, Lava, which works with member testimonials and word of mouth in the form of images of bodily transformations. I started using Instagram many years ago; I first had a private personal account that I turned into an archive for my personal and family photographs and videos. I used this private account to share my daily photos with my friends and focused on entertainment and receiving likes for my posts. Then, I removed all of my followers because I found that I did not want anyone to track my daily personal life activities, something that should be kept more personal. In this account, which turned into an archive, I use my real full name and my face sketch as a profile photo because it is private, and I used to share it with people that I know.

Following others who inspired my exercise journey, I created a business account to share my inspiration and influence as a personal trainer. This account is public and focused on showing others my fitness identity and seeking clients for training classes and personal training programs, building a cliental base, and building my brand with an awareness of cultural limits. The public account uses my fitness studio name and logo because I wanted to be known as a business owner. I aim to gain people's attention, and I thought this technique would help me spread widely so that more clients will join and sponsors will be attracted.

I am not consistent with posting on my public account, though I do attempt to post as much as possible. I have reached approximately 3,600 followers over four years of using Instagram for this purpose, which has earned mainly by word of mouth. I know that my account is not particularly appealing to the public in general because it is not so attractive in terms of photo quality and selections, advertisement graphics, personal presentation and real before and after photos. Although I allow both genders to access my account because I do not mind setting online training and dieting programs for all, it still does not reach many followers. The page needs a unique strategy to manage and plan the posts to look more attractive, which I am continuously trying to do.

As a trainer, I know that I can share knowledge and present my athletic performance through this application with
photographs and video. In general, Instagram is a useful marketing tool. As a consumer, I have already bought a lot of items through Instagram. In terms of exercise equipment, I have already bought a lot of training and dieting programs. I remember buying diets and training plans from two American male trainers. I have also bought from a number of fitness clothing brands, knowing them from sponsored posts on Instagram. As a service provider, I also found many calls and registrations through Instagram posts and special occasions. However, I have not achieved what I have wanted to; 3,600 followers are few.

I am interested in demonstrating my workout techniques, gaining clients for the fitness studio, and teaching them healthy eating habits. I usually post for positive effects; for example, sometimes I like to introduce my followers to how to enhance their sedentary lifestyle by exercise such as walking. I use positive testimonials from my clients to let the followers initiate trust in my message as a fitness services provider. I want to express to my followers how successful and consistent I am regarding my biggest dream of being a personal trainer alongside my other personal roles. When I post my workouts, I want them to feel my power, fitness level, and commitment.

Most of my posts express my values but not my personality. My values include respecting the community values, which are among the factors that show in my posts. For example, I cannot show my appearance, which I admit is attractive because I am Muslim. I sincerely believe that it is not necessary to compromise my religious values for any material outcomes. If I post my appearance, I believe that I will perform at a higher standard than I am now in terms of the number of followers, sponsors, and income. However, this technique would conflict with my psychological status, which is spiritually influenced and will grant me more followers who criticise me for not following Muslim values. I am very social and active regarding my personality, and I feel that these characteristics are not shown in my posts. I am healthy and active, which cannot be seen in my posts.

In the beginning, presenting my achievements was not regulated effectively; I only posted general Google quotes and photographs at first (Figure 3). I asked myself, "Wesam, what can you post to gain more followers? How can you be known?" As a follower, I knew deeply that this technique would not work; anyone can surf Google. I felt stuck and did not know what to do to overcome these boundaries and how my posts could be more attractive. I relied on posts from Google and YouTube that communicated my interests and knowledge. Images from Google will never be useful, and people can easily access these images without my help.

Later, I changed my strategy; I started showing my hands and legs when training depending on my latest fashionable sports shoes to show my appearance (Figure 4). I added some before and after body composition tests and testimonials of my clients to the feed to demonstrate my training results (Figure 5). Moreover, I posted videos of my trainees' legs while doing the exercises but was unable to increase the number of followers that I have. Therefore, I began to post exercises with mostly modest clothing, not focusing on my face to prevent bothering conservative followers and family members (Figure 6). I have posted some recipes to grab the attention of healthy eaters (Figure 7). I included some photos indicating the education courses I attended to prove my knowledge (Figure 8). Some athletic performance proof was posted to show my power but without being attractive or showing my real lifestyle (Figure 9). Moreover, I have posted some photographs of my disguised trainees in class (Figure 10). Following these steps, I have begun to attract more attention and to gain more followers; their comments and likes encourage me to continue because I feel that the public appreciates my posts.
Figure 4. Beginning to show a body part

Figure 5. Clients’ results and testimonials

Figure 6. My presence as a Saudi trainer on Instagram

Figure 7. Healthy calorie-counted recipes

Figure 8. Fitness educational courses that I attended
Although being a mother and a worker holds me back from concentrating on my social media influence, I post my workouts shared with my children to let my followers think that nothing can stop them from being active (Figure 11). I also invite women to try riding a bicycle outdoors (Figure 11). Before 2018, riding a bicycle was prohibited. Sometimes cultural reasons hold me back from evolving, such as having conservative relatives who feel that it is harmful or disrespectful to see me on public social media. Having these people around holds me back. However, I believe that it is difficult for me to create a brand of myself without a powerful media presentation.

Figure 11. Healthy lifestyle

Branding yourself means being known by others who associate your name with positive or negative feelings. Therefore, I have chosen to post my workouts with moderate clothes, healthy meals, testimonials, and transformation that can be seen through the change in my kegs. I cannot post more because my family is conservative and could be harmed if I tried to include broader strategies. In real, I always think that I deserve a perfect position when it comes to my athletic performance, appearance, and healthy lifestyle. Many girls who show more of themselves are more famous than I am. I sometimes become frustrated but do not wish to compromise values.

Because I learned to be active from others who post on Instagram, I aim to teach others. Because I buy from Instagram, I hope that others find my account and come to my fitness studio to attend classes. Instagram still makes an ideal archive for my journey and helps my clients gain feedback to attract others. The use of the platform also encourages me to stay in the field when I feel down and depressed; it has helped me build a network with other trainers in the field and gave me confidence that I will always be a trainer if I am consistent. Fear of the community, my family, and men who are not used to seeing Saudi women in moderate fitness clothes is a significant challenge.

Being asked for media interviews is terrifying, and I could not accept three TV popular shows interviews that invited me to talk about my Saudi female personal trainer's achievements when my family forbade it. More challenges that I have faced that I do not have the skills to produce quality images, not having a coherent theme for my account, and not knowing how to use all Instagram features. Male beginner photographers found me on Instagram and offered to collaborate with me to enhance my photographs and tag them in return. Unfortunately, I refused their offers because of gender segregation issues. Although working with members of the opposite gender is culturally accepted by some Saudi people, the men in my family do not accept it. Eventually, I decided not to hire female photographers because of the expense.

I am convinced that being Muslim prevents me from showing my body or my clients' transformation journeys, which is important in athlete branding. Others can utilise this tool to present their services on Instagram. However, I cannot compromise my values and try to show things that are suitable for my religion, as well as for my culture and my family. Most of my family do not know about my public account; others may know but never comment about it. Some of my family members keep reminding me not to show more and keep being a good Muslim.
Moreover, some of my relatives think that being famous or known will morally corrupt me and lead me to ignore my values.

In terms of appearance, I wear Abaya or moderate clothes that barely show my attractiveness, a cap, and a hoody, and I cover some areas by using stickers to hide them from the scene. I chose this appearance as practising Muslim attitudes and preventing criticism from others. Though I do not want to compromise my values, I would like to be famous. My body is something that shows how professional I am, but I hide it, which lessens the appeal of my account and has a negative impression on my non-Muslim followers. I remember one trainer making me cry just for being veiled, and he did not treat me in the same way as others in the class; he thought that I was not qualified or knowledgeable enough to attend his course. Despite this negative trainer’s opinion, I was able to pass the course. Hiding my body means that my account is not attractive regardless of what I do; being veiled restricts me from being my real self.

I perform well in exercising and leading my clients to success through their transformation journeys. Sometimes, I feel that if the women were mixed with men, there would be energy. Female gyms are boring because all clients have the same goals. Sometimes, I dream of having my husband training with me in the gym. I do not mind being veiled with my husband, but I would like to get support from other male trainers. Women have the power but watching how males workout enhances my performance somehow. When I have trained with my husband in some USA gyms, I felt progression, support, and encouragement. If I show my lifestyle or attractive appearance, I know that I will receive sexual comments from men. I do not enjoy receiving these comments. Other women may want to receive all attention, both negative and positive, to become famous quickly and have higher engagement, which makes brands sponsor them. More clients will want to be instructed and trained by these women. Enhancing my photo and video quality, sharing more educational posts, recipes of healthy food, including more clients’ testimonials, and using an attractive theme and colours, may improve my branding position to satisfaction without compromising my values.

Figure 12. Followers number after three years of using Instagram

Figure 13. Face and body reveal

In the almost four years of using these self-presentation methods, the Lavafitnessstudio Instagram account has reached 3,602 real followers (Figure 12). I have gradually shifted my self-presentation journey by showing more of myself to brand myself (Figure 13). I also upload classes’ advertisement posts among these images (Figure 14).
5. Results

This study adopts Davis et al.’s (2012, pp. 361-362) thematic analysis guidelines as follows: (1) analytical reading and notation for the story; (3) generating thematic categories, (4) specifying thematic categories, (5) formulation and building connections that build understanding and answer research questions. This procedure is called thematic analysis (TA). It is defined as follows: “form of analysis which has the Theme as its unit of analysis, and which looks across data from many different sources to identify themes” (Braun & Clarke, 2013, p. 455). Davis et al. (2012) also define this approach as follows: "A method of categorising data into thematic categories" (p. 343).

RQ 1 examined how Saudi female exercises describe their use of Instagram. Following analysis, six themes were generated. The themes emerged throughout the story in different areas. The first theme was “Archiving” and could be seen using Instagram as a storage platform. The second theme raised through the analysis was “Branding” and how one aims to reach more followers and become famous. The third theme was “Entertainment”, which involved using Instagram to post and connect with others in the field. The fourth theme was “Motivation” and involved her many aspects of being motivated by other athletes and sharing motivation with followers. The fifth theme was “Inspiration”, and involved how before and after images can affect motivation. The final theme raised through the story regarding Instagram usage was “Shopping”; I have bought many sports facilities and clothing by athletes sponsored by brands. Clients have purchased many registrations for personal and group training classes advertised on my account.

Archiving

I use two different accounts, the first of which is a personal account that has turned into an archive:

I first had a private personal account that I turned into an archive of my personal and family photos and videos. The second account is public for my business as a trainer and is described as follows:

Instagram still makes a perfect archive for my journey and feedback from my clients to attract others.

Branding

One of my key motivations for having an Instagram account is to create my brand as an athlete:

I use an attractive theme and colours, which may improve my branding position to satisfaction without compromising my values.

I also state that self-branding is important in the following way:

I have gradually shifted my self-presentation journey by showing more of myself to brand myself.

Entertainment

I express enjoyment for using Instagram and connecting with and being inspired by others:

I enjoyed looking at women's fit physiques.

I also discuss my account as a source of entertainment:

I used this private account to share my daily photos with my friends and focused on entertainment and receiving likes for my posts.

Motivation

On my business account, I share motivational posts and feels motivated by posts by other trainers. Motivation by other world-famous trainers can be seen in the following quotes:
The emergence of Instagram helped me to explore more material for education and motivation by following world athletes such as Ulissesworld, Simonpanda, Michelle Lewin, Kayla Itsines, etc., allowing me to gain shallow but useful knowledge.

I enjoyed looking at women’s fit physiques, which motivated me to not give up on my goals.

Sharing motivation to her followers was found in

Although being a mother and a worker holds me back from concentrating on my social media influence, I post my workouts shared with my children to let my followers think that nothing can stop them from being active.

**Inspiration**

As an influencer, I also inspire others to exercise:

*Following others who inspired my exercise journey, I created a business account to share my inspiration and influence as a personal trainer.*

In addition, I have been inspired by following other athletes on Instagram:

I follow others who inspired my exercise journey.

**Shopping**

Instagram has proven that it is an efficient online marketing platform:

**Instagram is an effective marketing tool.**

I have also bought a number of items from Instagram:

**Instagram tempted me to buy the most fashionable sports clothing brands, supplements, and utilities.**

Moreover, she bought and sold several services like

In terms of exercise equipment, I have already bought a lot of training and dieting programs. I remember buying diets and training plans from two American male trainers. I have also bought from a number of fitness clothing brands, knowing them from sponsored posts on Instagram. As a service provider, I also found many calls and registrations through Instagram posts and special occasions.

I also aim to sell more through Instagram:

Because I buy from Instagram, I hope that others find my account and come to my fitness studio to attend classes.

RQ 2 investigated what motivates Saudi female exercisers to post and share their exercise identity. Motives lead to behaviours, and athletes who depict their exercise identity have motives behind their presentation practices. My story of Instagram exercise identity sharing motives has generated three themes as follows: “Fitness consistency”, “Showing power”, and “Client and sponsor attraction”. I believe that posting my workouts makes me motivated to be consistent, gives me the ability to show how powerful she is, and attracts more clients to purchase fitness classes, which leads to sponsors finding her.

**Fitness consistency**

I post about fitness to stay consistent with workouts and teach others also to stay consistent with their fitness goals, stating the following:

*I want to express to my followers how successful and consistent I am regarding my biggest dream of being a personal trainer alongside my other personal roles.*

**Showing power**

One of my motives for presenting my fitness identity is the desire to show my fitness level and the focus on my goals:

*When I post my workouts, I want them to feel my power, fitness level, and commitment.*

*I post proof of my athletic performance to show my power.*

**Client and sponsor attraction**

I discuss the motives of recruiting clients and sponsors when sharing my exercise identity:

*This account is public and focused on showing others my fitness identity and seeking clients for training classes and personal training programs.*

Furthermore,
I hope to grasp people’s attention and many followers to attract more clients.

I am interested in showing my workout techniques and gaining clients for the fitness studio.

I want to attract sponsors to work with me.

If I post my appearance, I believe that I will perform at a higher standard than I am now in terms of the number of followers, sponsors, and income.

RQ 3 explored how Saudi female exercisers experience athlete branding on Instagram. I use a number of techniques to create a personal brand. The thematic analysis generated five main themes, namely “Athletic performance”, “Appearance”, “Healthy lifestyle”, “Clients results and testimonials”, and “Proof of education and knowledge”.

**Athletic performance**

One of the methods used on my account is performing exercises to the followers to show them the correct techniques, as well as my fitness level and power:

*I am interested in showing my workout techniques.*

When I post my workouts, I want my followers to feel my power, fitness level, and commitment.

I post proof of my academic performance to show my power.

**Moderate appearance**

I have passed through three stages of showing myself on Instagram:

*I started showing my hands and legs.*

*I post my workouts with moderate clothes not focused on my face.*

*I have gradually shifted my self-presentation journey by showing more of myself to brand myself.*

**Healthy lifestyle**

I also aim to share my healthy lifestyle with my followers:

*I post my workouts shared with my children.*

*I teach them healthy eating habits.*

*I have posted some food recipes to grab the attention of healthy eaters.*

**Education and knowledge**

Some of the Instagram posts shared were focused on presenting how the influencer is educating herself in fitness to convince her followers to build trust:

*I included some photos indicating the education courses that I have attended to prove my knowledge.*

**Clients’ results and testimonials**

I state the following:

*I added some before and after body composition tests and testimonials of my clients to the feed to demonstrate my training results.*

In 2017, I opened my freelancing private fitness studio, Lava, which works with member testimonials and word of mouth in the form of images of bodily transformations.

RQ 4 examined the challenges encountered by Saudi female exercisers in Instagram visual content selections. I have encountered a number of challenges in my selections on Instagram. Therefore, themes were categorised into three main categories, with several sub-codes for each category. The first theme is “Cultural challenges”, and challenges are associated with two sub-codes, namely “religious values (Veiling, Gender segregation)” and “family traditions”, as well as “Followers’ bullying”. The other category is the “Personal challenges”, and sub-codes are as follows: “Low Skills”, “Low commitment”, “Low comfort” and “fake life”. The third category was related to the rules of the country by the Saudi government, such as “Governmental rules”, and the sub-codes “Lack of sports’ facilities” and “Women’s rights.”

**Cultural challenges**

I am Muslim; she never minds to veil her attractiveness since she stated:

If I post my appearance, I believe that I will perform at a higher standard than I am now in terms of the number of
followers, sponsors, and income, but I cannot compromise my spiritual values.
I feel stable when I follow the Islamic rules, but they challenge my branding strategy and self-presentation selections. Veiling is my own choice:

*I changed my walking routine to running with clothing that covered most of my hair and body.*
However,

*To achieve a full gait while running, I folded my Abaya into my knees with full-length sports trousers.*

An hour daily of the exercise was a struggle at that time; with the clothing that I used, I suffered very hot and humid weather.

I have also faced racism when attending a fitness course given by a male trainer just because I was veiled:

*I remember one trainer making me cry just for being veiled, and he did not treat me in the same way as others in the class; he thought that I was not qualified or knowledgeable enough to attend his course. Despite this negative trainer’s opinion, I was able to pass the course.*

The second religious aspect that was identified in my story was “Gender segregation”. I believe that isolating men from women have advantages and disadvantages and deal with men at work:

*I allow everyone to follow me, and I do not mind setting online training and dieting programs for both genders.*

Although I believe that wearing modest clothing allows me to have closer relationships with men, I do not work with men. One male member of my family prohibited working with men:

*I refused their offers because of gender segregation issues.*

Although it was culturally accepted for some Saudi people, the men in my family did not accept it.
Conflict occurs when religions intersect with traditions. I would enjoy training with men, and I believe that having a male preserve at my centre would motivate other women because men are more powerful. On the other hand, I believe that mixing genders will lead to harassment:

*If I show my lifestyle or attractive appearance, I know that I will receive sexual comments from men. I hate receiving these comments.*

Religious values and family traditions overlap. Some families are strict and react negatively when it comes to their privacy and women’s reputations. “Family traditions” refer to what one’s family deems as acceptable and are of particular importance to me:

*Several modesty practices depend on the individual’s cultural background and how religiously conservative her family and she are.*

Therefore, I began to post exercises with mostly modest clothing, not focusing on my face to prevent bothering conservative followers and family members.

*I cannot do more because my family is conservative.*

Fear of the community, my family, and men who are not used to seeing Saudi women in moderate fitness clothes is a significant challenge.

*I could not accept three TV popular shows interviews that invited me to talk about my Saudi female personal trainer’s achievements when my family forbade it.*

*I cannot compromise my values and try to show things that are suitable for my religion, as well as for my culture and my family.*

All of these responses suggest strong and respectful family relations.

Another theme that arises is the cultural challenge of “followers’ bullying”:

*I aim to respect my community.*

*I am afraid of the community.*

*I have received criticism for not clearly showing my Muslim faith.*

*I am to prevent harassment from more conservative followers.*

*I sometimes act to prevent criticism.*

**Personal challenges**
I mentioned many challenges, including my skill level, lack of commitment, discomfort, and not showing my real personality. Specifically, I discuss my lacking photography skills and no free time:

*My account is not attractive in terms of photo quality, selection, and advertising.*

I face challenges in terms of my low-quality image skills, not having time to focus on having a coherent theme, and not knowing how to use all of the features of Instagram.

I mention my inconsistent posting:

*I am not consistent with posting on my public account.*

I also discuss hiding my real life:

*I shy away from showing my attractiveness or photos of myself.*

*I feel that being veiled prevent me from being myself.*

Low levels of comfort were also expressed:

*I am not able to run freely.*

*I am uncomfortable when I have to run in multiple layers of clothing in the heat.*

**Governmental Rules**

Some rules in Saudi Arabia restricted the trainer from building her brand name, illustrated in sub-codes such as “lack of sports facilities” and “women rights”. Until recently, women were prohibited from participating in sport:

*Before 2018, riding a bike was prohibited.*

*I started to walk daily on the only walkway in my hometown of Jeddah.*

Women in Saudi Arabia encountered conservative rules that diminished after 2018 when Crown prince Muhammed bin Salman focused on balancing religiosity with modernism:

*Despite traditions, I faced the dilemmas of being chased by Haiea. This governmental body assures moral and religious activities among individuals; they urged me to lay down my Abaya.*

The governmental restrictions imposed on the trainer slowed her branding progress. Recently, the government has supported women to allow them to achieve the goals of the 2030 Vision.

### 6. Discussion and Recommendation

Athletes have the opportunity to capture the attention of consumers with their physical skills and energetic personalities, and they make attractive representatives to market products (Hambrick and Mahoney 2011). This auto-ethnography used a personal experience of a Saudi female personal trainer and her Instagram usage. It focused on how she used Instagram generally and what strategies she implemented to brand her name within the restrictions of cultural norms (veiling, gender segregation) as being a Muslim woman. Online social networks OSN like Instagram have proved to be a powerful way of reaching millions of consumers (Berg and Sterner 2015) and being the most favourable platform for athlete branding (Park, Williams, and Son 2020). Athletes can communicate directly with their followers and build their athletic persona in the way they prefer, with less interference from a third party. Although OSN have the features and offers the opportunity to attract millions of consumers, the user’s selections of what to share are the main concern to success in targeting more audiences.

#### 6.1 Theoretical Implications

Following Goffman’s (1959; 1979) sociological perspective of *self-presentation theory* SPT and Arai et al. (2014, 2013) *Model of Athlete Brand Image MABI*. This study analyses Saudi Muslim female personal trainer who use public social media platforms –Instagram- as a promotional tool with numerous cultural restrictions to brand an athlete image. Past research has determined gender differences in Instagram self-presentation strategies for athletes (Gainor, 2017; Geurin-Eagleton and Burch, 2016; Smith and Sanderson, 2015). Researchers have investigated how athletes have applied the three categories of MABI to their offline and online presentation (Park, Williams, and Son 2020, Hodge and Walker 2015). However, studies on specific cultural differences, such as being a veiled Muslim athlete that affect athlete branding strategies, have not been found in the literature. This study’s findings provide the strategies of athlete branding of Saudi personal trainer who used Instagram to market for herself as a professional and for her fitness studio’s activities to attract more consumers. This study will benefit other Muslim women worldwide who use social media to build their brand name.

This study builds a comprehensive theoretical framework that has been used for almost a decade studying athlete presentation and branding to determine whether it could apply the MABI by Arai et al. (2013; 2014) to Muslim
female athletes. I found that several factors hinder this strategy, which is largely based on my experience as a Muslim woman and a personal trainer.

Previous studies have identified specific cultural factor of gender differences. For instance, Smith and Sanderson (2015) compared twenty-five Instagram accounts of males to females’ social media usage in the lens of Goffman’s gender analysis perceptions such as ritualistic touching, size of the athletes in the photographs, and the focal point of the presentation. For example, males found more interested in headshot and chest focus photos, but females focused on far distance photography.

Gainor (2017) have evaluated twelve Instagram accounts contents for six females and six males athletes, following Goffman’s four gender analysis categories; feminine touch, ritualistic touch, licensed withdrawal and ritualisation of subordination. This study found that, unlike males, females are more in tune with the gender expectations on Instagram when they are not considered sportspeople; thus, they show more feminine look than show their athletic performance. Although the previous studies found significant differences in terms of gender, they did not serve the main purpose of the current research, which is the Muslim cultural norms of females.

Regarding the promotional purposes of self-presentation, Hodge and Walker (2015) have investigated the concept of athlete branding challenges through professional athletes' perceptions. Through interviews with fifteen professional golfers, the study found three major challenges that restrict those athletes from building their branded persona; lack of knowledge, lack of time and/or support, and differences in career stage. These key findings are in alignment with the main key result of the current study. In this study, I found that personal challenges, such as low skills and low commitment, are challenging in terms of building my athletic brand name.

Park, Williams, and Son (2020) conducted qualitative phenomenological interviews for eleven student-athletes who use Instagram for athlete branding. Key themes were found by analysing the interviews data, including benefits and barriers of social media use, social media strategies, and concerns about negative consequences of social media. The first theme supports the findings of the current study, which implies that Instagram as a tool is beneficial for branding an athlete for the features it offers to the users. Another key result that rises from Park and colleagues study supports these study findings. When looking into the challenges of athlete branding through Instagram, they called it a lack of awareness of personal branding via social media aligns with lack of knowledge in the current study. Until now, I only found supportive finding to the personal challenges of athlete branding. Therefore this study concludes a major aspect that discovers the Muslim cultural challenges: veiling and gender segregation in terms of athlete branding contexts. Moreover, the governmental rules such as lack of sports facilities and women rights challenge an athlete to brand their names.

6.2 Practical Implications

Key findings were raised through the thematic analysis that built an understanding of how cultural and personal challenges and governmental rules affected athlete branding strategies choices; for instance, religious values such as veiling and gender segregation conflict with attractive appearance and athletic performance presentation selections. Previous studies found several strategies implemented by athletes when using social media for building a brand name; for instance, Park, Williams, and Son (2020) found that student-athletes tend to present their athletic identities and performance. This supported my study findings when one of the thematic analysis results indicated that the Muslim personal trainer utilises athletic performance as a strategical way to brand her name.

The study also found significant strategies adopted by the trainer to overcome the previous challenges. These strategies contribute to athlete branding for Muslim female trainers, such as clients’ results and testimonials and Education and knowledge quotes which she believes it has mostly attracted other clients to follow and call for registrations. This study list a number of motives and outcomes of using Instagram by a personal trainer. As a recommendation for the next research, athlete branding researchers in the Muslim world may investigate more strategies to enhance the process and evaluate the content of Muslim trainers struggling to build their brand image, study other Muslim contexts and other platforms.

Conceptual Model

The conceptual model proposes that the marketable lifestyles and attractive appearance categories of MABI are related to backstage practices. When posting a Muslim woman's visual content, they become affected by cultural norms such as veiling and gender segregation. The researcher included two significant strategies to overcome the challenges; clients’ results and testimonials and Education and knowledge quotes. The suggested solutions for Muslim female athletes to enhance their athlete branding strategy are presented in (Figure 15).
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